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8 福建省地方志工作机构主任会议在福州召开

9 辽宁省志编纂工作座谈会召开

17安徽省市县(市、区)地方志办公室主任会议召开

24吉林省地方志系统网站建设全面启动

29山东省首届齐鲁新方志论坛在东营市举办
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Everlasting Reverence—Several Things About Comrade Yu Wen ⋯⋯⋯⋯Shah Tianlun(6)

In Memory of Comrade Yu Wen⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯He Wei(9)

Comrade Yu Wen at China Local Records Directive Group⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ⅡZude(10)

Yu Wen and Newly Compiled Local Records⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Huo Lijin(18)

Speech at the National Local Records System Statistics Correspondents and Correpsondents of

China Local Records Correspondence Meeting⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Tian Jia(25)

Advancing、jI，itll the Times．and Constantly Creating New Situation of Local Records Periodicals

Work—-Speech at the 2012 National Seminar of Local Records Periodicals Work

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯L／Fuqiang(27)

Brief Analysis of Sustainable Development of the Local Records Cause in Shandong Province

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯I Q·o O⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·L／u guzens(30)
Sustainable development is the core content of the scientific development outlook．It refers to the development of caps-

bilities satisfying not only the demands of the current generation but also that of the future generatious．Realizing sustainable

development of the local records cause is the basic objective of local records work in the new era。and the direction local静

cords workers are striving for．In combination with the practice of local records work in Shandong Province，five links need

to be strengthened in order to realize sustainable development of the local records cause：directing sustainable development

with way of thinking in keeping with the advancement of the times；servicing sustainable development with innovative work

items；pushing forward sustainable development with effective achievements of local records reading and usage；guarantee-

ing sustainable development with regulatory system covering the whole province；and supporting sustainable development

with concrete and effective incentive mechanism．

Reflections on the Sustainable Development Strategic Positioning of the Henan History and Local

Records Cause⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Huo Xianzhang(33)

Currently the development of the Hanan history and local地COrdS cause is fhced with three big trends．three big chal-

lenges．and three higher reqmrements．Under such backgrounds，to guarantee sustainable development of the history and

local records cause。we must stick to seven principles。realize coordinated development from nine aspects including“local

records，yearbooks，magazines．newspapers，websites。archives，museums，research，and application”。concretely and

correcdy deal with ten relations in the process of the development of history and local records cause，establish strategic

thinking and concepts，set strategic goals for the future development of the history and local他COrdS cause，and push for-

ward the scientific development of the history and loc8l旭COrdS cause of Henan Province with innovative spirits．To real。ire

sustainable development of the Henan history and local reCOrdS cause．the development strategy of“three—in—one”must
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be implemented，specifically speaking，the strengthening of team building，the reinforcing of basic safeguards，and innova-

ring history and local records achievemenm．

11lle Displaying．Communication and Participation of Local Records Cultural Construction in the

New Era⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Yi(38)

Local records culture falls within the scope of Chinese culture．1．ocal records cultural construction is determined by the

demands of the age，the demands of expression，the demands of communication。and the demands of participation．Lacal

records culture has its characteristics，and its construction should be reflected under the background of the current big boom

and big prosperity of culture．

On the Sections and Chapters Setup of the Finance·Taxation Sections of Second——round County

(City)Records⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯J／n Xiongbo(40)

With some of second—round county(city)records，there are pmblems of incomplete sections and chaptem setup；o．

missions of key element such as finance and taxation structural reform，income and expenditure outside budget，balance of

finance income and expenditure，and asset management；inappropriate categorization of sections and chapters setup；and ti—

ties falling short of standards．The setting up of Finance·Taxation Sections in second—round county(city)records should

start from the functions of finance and taxation administrative management，taking the compilation principle of“categorizing

by types of things，and grouping different categories into one local recoms”as the basic thoughts in sections and chapters

setup on the macro level，and finance and taxation structural reform，financial income and expenditure，financial mKnage-

ment。taxation and taxation management as contents of the main body．Meanwhile，the sections and chapters in Finance·

Taxation Sections in second—round county(city)records must pay attention to i鹪ues such聃clarifying firstly the systems，

sticking to the principle of“horizontal anmlgement of categories”，the completeness of recorded reference materials，and

following the categorizing methods in“Categorization Standards of Industries and Professions in the National Economy”．

Discussions about the Recording of Customs in Second—-round Local Records

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhang Fengyu(43)

Currently there are many problems with the recording of customs in some second—round local records being pub-

lished：firstly imprecise n锄es，mostly shown as ambiguity and differences of realization and understanding of concepts

such as customs，trends，habitudes，folk customs，etiquette，fashion，and natural conditions；secondly missing or omission

0f customs contents，gome without ehaptem and sections on customs，some without customs contents，sonic lack of catago-

ties and items；thirdly production customs are mostly recorded as related to agricultural production；and fourthly unclear静

lations and inappropriate treatment of customary items and related subjects．Second—round local records should uge“cus—

toms”鹅the舱I舵of category．sad strive to record regional customs comprehensively and scientifically Oll the premise of

collectively reflecting the full picture of regional custom8，borrowing from content classification theories fmm modern cus,-

toms studies in combination with local records styles．

A Watershed of Old Local Records of BeUing—On Miyun County Records of the T址rd Year of

the Repubfic of China⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Wenjuan(49)

Miyun County Recants of the third year of the Republic of China is the first local mconis compiled during the Repu跳一

c柚Period in the Beijing region．On the basis of inheriting the compilation traditions of old local records in the past，it

presented 80hio new features of the age in terms of content and style。such鹧maps and recordings of democratic self—目啤·

eming bodie$，reforms of schools。and mineral H墨讲l嗍classification．It not only preserved valuable historical materials of
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the late Qing and early Republican Period，but also provided valuable lessons for compilation of local records of the Beijing

region in later times，being a watershed between the old and new phase of old local records of Beijing．

From“Paper Price Soars in Luoyang”to Local Records in the Fu S姆le⋯⋯⋯Jiang．1ing(55)

。rhe style of local records is not restricted to one form or another，with a variety of the prose style，the pianli style，the

cifu style．and poetic style．The author starts with the idiom“paper price soars in Luoyang(because of popularity of n洲

work)”。through quotations of a great many ancient documents and reference materials，traces the origin，development，

and historical inheritance of local records in the fu style。analyzes the application of the cifu style in local records，and fur-

ther points out that the earliest lecal records in rhymed form canle from the pictorial comments in some provincial govern-

ment office walls during the Eastern Han Dynasty and the Nanzhou Records of Strange Things from the Kingdom of Wu dur-

ing the Three Kingdoms Period．

Mongolian Studies and]Jilter Mongolia Local Records⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯砌Rong(58)
Mongolian studies a∞closely related with Inner Mongolian local records．Inner Mongolian local records contain part of

the contents of Mongolian studies．The territorial scope of Mongolian studies is more extensive than Inner Mongolian local

records．During flint—round Inner Mongolian local records compilation，attention to the intertwining relationship between

the twO was not weU paid．In terms of using Mongolian studies reference materials，there were problems of incomplete and

inaccurate reference materials，incomprehensive，bearing no features of the times，and having no territorial characteristics．

This article．in combination witII first—round Inner Mongolian local records compilation practice，and on the basis of ex-

pounding the relationship between Mongolian studies and Inner Mongolian local records，discusses how to deal with the rela·

tionship between the two during second—round local records compilation．

On How to Compile the“City County(District)”Column in Provincial Comprehensive Year-

books⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯I Q@0 0⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯C况Pn Chaoping(61)

Currently there a弛malpractiees of abusive quotations of the annual Government Wod【Report in the general introduc—

tion and typical entries sections of the city county(district)column in provincial comprehensive yearbooks．And in terms 0f

selection of topics in entries．there呲phenomenon of too many recordings of achievements of routine work with too few re-

cordings of major issues and social changes；too many recordings of official achievements with too few recordings of the liVe8

of ordinary folks；and too many recordings of superficial events with too few recordings of information with depth．There-

fore．tlle writing requirements of the city county(district)column of provincial comprehensive yearbooks must be standard-

ized to streamline the general introduction and to optimize the entries．
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